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EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXXIII.

H OW powerful is the Press! One flick of an editor's
pencil, and the School leaps to fame. Already the

journalists are among us. The hawk-eyed photographer
and the reporter with his indelible pencil "come like
shadows, so depart," while the compositor sets us up in
extra large type. But has this sudden notoriety turned ollr
lJeads? No. '1'he daily work continues, the daily games
are played, and no word of self-congratulation is heard.
'rhere are no Pro-Bone and Anti-Bone parties; nor is the
Museum besieged with sightseers: in Sherborne the Bone
might not exist. It is only in a certain "Daily" that it is
paraded in print and illustration, while Mighty Thinkers
dispute round it in fluent journalese.

It must have been owing to a too frequent perusal of the
paper in question that we fell asleep in our editorial arm
chair the other day. We are heavy sleepers, and "'hen we
awoke it was almost dad;:. In the gloom we could see
squatting opposite us a shaggy and unkempt figure clad in
ekins.
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"You are presumably the stone age man ?" we remarked,
as we switched on the light. He was; and well educated
at that.

"Quite correct," he replIed. "This Bone business is
rather amusing, isn't it?"

We began to foresee a "scoop" for the "Shirburnian," and,
after making our visitor comfortable in a chair, we began
to put a few questions.

"Now what are the real facts of the case?" we asked,
"Is the Bone genuine or is it not?"

"'VeIl," said he, "it all depends what you mean by
'genuine.' It's a bone right enough."

"But did you or anyone of your time carve the picture
on it?"

"Gracious, no! We couldn't draw like that. Oh no! It
was my daughter-little Brontosaura, my youngest, who
found it in the stockpot and noticed it had markings on it
like a horse's head. We used to keep it on the mantelpiece
as an ornament. That was when we were at Palaeo Villa,
way back in 15,000 D.e. It got lost when we moved out a
few years later. But the markings were absolutely natural;
quite a curiosity we usedto think it."

"Then it is a hoax, yet not a hoax" we were saying, when
a terrible change came over our visitor. He turned green,
his eyes rolled upward and his body shrivelled up till there
was nothing left hut a little gl"een hog flopping on the
carpet, while there came a loud and ever increasing croaking
Bound of

"Brekekekek hoax, hoiix," .
until we awoke (in reality this time) to find our Aristophanes
on the floor and it bell clanging nearby....
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Head of the School

School Prefects

Captaiu of Football

Captain of Fives

Captain of Gym.
Captain of Boxing

Editors of the Shirbllmian

VALETE

B. H. Sheldon
B. H. Sheldon
C. H. M. Wilcox
R. S. B. Best
B. C. Wright
A. H. L. Baker
H. A. R. Thomson
R. A. Kinnersly
]. M. Martin
A. ]. M. Harris
R. Eglington

R. A. Kinnersly

B. H. Sheldon

W. P. T. Scott
E. H. F. Beadon
B. C. Wright
H. A. R. Thomson

R. S. BEDDALL (d)-VI.A, School Prefect, Head of Fox's,
Shooting VIII (1924--25), Senior Class Leader with Badge,
Company Sergeant-Major in O.T.C.

]. HIGGINSON (a)-VI.A, School Prefect, 1st XV Colours
(1924--25), School Gym. Colours (1924--25, Captain 1925),
School Fi \'es Colours (1925, Captain 1925), Captain of
Boxing, Senior Class Leader with Badge, Company Ser
geant-l\Iajor in O.T.C.

D.C.R. PUCKLE (j)-VI. 13, School Prefect, Head of Elderton's,
2nd XV Colours (1925), Class Leader with Badge.

G. P. CUNNINGHAM (b)-VLA, 2nd XV Colours (1925),
Corporal in O.T.C.

N. F. ROWE (d)-VI.B.
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M. A. GLASS (f)-Class Leader, Lance-Corporal in a.T.C.
G.Vv. PATON (f)-VI.B, Class Leader, Lance-Corporal a.T.e.
V. F. PORTEOUS (h)-VI.B, XXX Blazer, Class Leader,

Sergeant in a.'[.c.
e. J. T. WRENICK (h)-VI.B, Sergeant in a.T.e.
R. F. PARRY (d)-V.A, 2nd XI Colours (1925), School Gym.

Colours (1925), Senior Class Leader with Badge, Sergeant
in a.T.e.

J. D. CROCKER (a)-V.A, XXX Blazer, Class Leader, Corporal
in a.T.e.

E. J. T. GOUDIE (g)-V.A.
J. B. BENNETT (c)-V.A.
R. E. Moss (b)-V.B.

A. F. LEEsT (d)-Lance-Corporal in a.T.C.

W. J. M. GUBBINS (a)-IV.A, Class Leader, Corporal in a.T.e.
S. D. GILL (d)-IV.A.

G. N. BECKETT (c)-IV.A, 2nd XV (1925), Lance-Corporal in
a.T.C.

W. A. H. SUTTON (a)-IV.B.

W. M. aLIVER (g)-Shell.
H. B. RADCLIFFE (d)-Shell.

SCHOOL NEWS.

B. C. Wright has been awarded a Scholarship at Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge.

Congratulations to the following on being presented with
School Colours:-

1ST XV.
E. C. Alderton.
R. F. C. Witherby.
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PILING IT ON OSSA.

CUI BONO?

This bone of contention (primaeval, 'tis said,
While others maintain that its age is much less)

Between the Professors dissension has bred,
And what's bred in the bone has come out in the Press.

ODIUM GEOLOGICUM.

One expert sees a wild horse on the bone
And has no doubt 'twas graved in Age of Stone.
Such clumsy fraud as genuine to pass,
Says t'other, proves the fellow a wild ass.

MAGNAS IT FAMA PER URBES.

Two England caps! Our name has grown.
The football scribes extol us.

And even the slur cast on our Bone
Is not without its Sollas.

O.S. NEWS.

General Sir Claud \"1. Jacob has been appointed Secretary
in the Military Department of the India Office.

The Beit Prize has been awarded to A. T. Lennox Boyd,
Scholar of Christ Church, Oxford.

Our congratulations to \V. E. Tucker and Sir T. G. Devitt,
on being presented with their International Rugby Caps.

1. Lambe is on the staff of the" Granta " at Cambridge.
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J. P. Whitham has been a successful representative of Pem
broke College, Cambridge, in the Inter-Collegiate Sports.

Rathmell \Vilson gave a reading of "Macbeth" on February
8th, in Paris, before members of the Caledonian Society of

. France.
His new book" The \Vandering Gentile" (which deals with

travels in England, France, Spain, Portugal, Egypt, Palestine,
Syria, Iraq, Morocco, Algeria and Tunis), will be published in
the summer by Mr. Carlyle-Potter, who published his latest
book" All Sorts."

A new book by A. B. Cox is just announced-"The Family
\Vitch" (Herbert Jenkins).

"SCIENCE AND THE MODERN WORLD."

BY A. N. WHITEHEAD.

(The Macmi1lan Co. Price in America 3 dollars). It is also being
published shortly by the Cambridge Uniyersity Press.

Dr. \Vhitehead is an Old Shirburnian and a distinguished
Cambridge mathematician who took his degree in the eighties;
now Professor of Philosophy in Harvard University, U.S.A.
He is known as a writer on the philosophical aspects of
mathematics (and is the author of " An Introduction to Mathe
matics" in the Home University Library).

The present book is an amplification of a course of Lowell
Lectures, delivered by him in February, 1925; it is "a critical
study of the atmosphere of thought which is at once required
for scientific progress and produced by it." "I have
endeavoured," he says, "in these lectures to give a record of a
great adventure in the region of thought. It was shared in by
all the races of \Vestern Europe .... , The tale is the epic
of an episode in the manifestation of reason. I t tells how a
particular direction of reason emerges in a race by the long
prep<\ration of anteGedent epochs? • , ••• how it attainS its
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triumphs, how its influence moulds the very springs of action of
mankind, and finally how at its moment of supreme success its
limitations disclose themselves and call for a renewed exercise
of the creative imagination. The moral of the tale is the
power of reason, its decisive influence on the life of humanity.
The great [military] conquerors .... influenced profoundly
the li ves of subsequent generations. But the total effects of
this influence shrinks to insignificance, if compared to the
active transformation of human habits and human mentality
produced by the long line of the men of thought, .... men
individually powerless, but ultimately the rulers ofthe world."

Now as to the author's individual philosophical outlook:-

" I t has been the purpose of these lectures to analyse the
reactions of science in forming that background of instinctive
ideas which control the acti vites of successive generations ....
The three centuries, which form the epoch of modern science,
have revolved round the ideas of God, mi1ld, matter, and also
of space and time in their characters of expressing simple
location for matter. Philosophy has on the whole emphasised
mind, and has thus been out of touch with science during the
two latter centuries. But it is creeping back into its old im
portance .... , Also this habilitation of philosophy has been
facilitated by the recent breakdown of the 17th century settle
ment of the principles of physical science ... " I have
sketched an alternative philosophy of science in which organism
takes the place of matter." "A complete organism in the
organic theory is what corresponds to a bit of material on the
materialistic theory." "The character of existent reality is
composed of organisms enduring through the flux of things. The
low type of organisms have achieved a self-identity dominating
their whole physical life. Electrons, molecules, crystals belong
to this type. . . .. In th e higher types, where life appears,
there is greater complexity. Thus, though there is a complex,
enduring pattern, it has retreated into deeper recesses of the
total fact. In a sense, the self-identity of a human being is
more abstract than that of a crystal. It is the life of the
spirit, .... the mind is the major permanence, permeating
that complete field, whose endurance is the human soul."
" [It is my] endeavour to outline an objectivist philosophy,
capable of bridging the gap between science and that
fundamental intuition of mankind which finds its expression in
poetry and its practical exemplification ill the presuppositions
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of daily life." "Berkeley, Wordsworth, Shelley are repre
sentative of the intuitive refusal seriously to accept the
abstract materialism of science."

Such is the author's main theme; but the book abounds in
incisive and stimulating views, of which, in this short notice,
a few may be quoted:-

" We are entering upon an age of reconstruction, ID

religion, in science, and in political th6ught. Such ages.
must seek truth in its ultimate depths."

"There has always been a conflict between religion and
science; and .... both religion and science have always
been in a state of continual development." "On the one
side there is the law of gravitation, and on the other the con
templation of the beauty of holiness. vVhat one side sees,
the other misses; and vice versa."

"A clash of doctrines is not a disaster-it is an
opportunity."-"A contradiction .... in the evolution of
real knowledge .... marks the first step in progress towards
a victory."

"The western world is now suffering from the limited
moral outlook of the three previous generations."

"[The] materialistic basis [of science] has directed attention
to things as opposed to values."

"A self-satisfied rationalism is in effect a form of anti
rationalism. It means an arbitrary halt at a particular set
of abstractions."

The spirit of the following passages would seem to show
Professor VJhitehead as a true son of Sherborne-if it be not
fanciful or presumptuous to make the suggestion.

"We require God as the Principle of Concretion."

" God is the ultimate limitation .... , God is not con
crete, but He is the ground fur concrete actuality." "What
further can be known about God must be sought in the region
of particular experiences."

"The worship of God is not a rule of safety-it is an
adventure of the spirit, a flight after the unattainable. The
death of religion comes with the repression of the high hope
of adventure."
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" Religion is the vision of something which stands beyond,
behind, and within, the passing flux of immediate things."

"The fact of the religious vision, and its history of per
sistent expansion, is our one ground for optimism. Apart
from it, human life is a flash of occasional enjoyments
lighting up a mass of pain and misery, a bagatelle of transient
experience."

"Evil is the brute motive force of fragmentary purpose,
disregarding the eternal vision."

.Lastly we have the following passages from the educator's
point of view:-

" There are two principles inherent in the very nature of
things, ..... the spirit of change and the spirit of
conservation."

"\Visdom is the fruit of a balanced development. It is
this balanced growth of individuality which it should be the
aim of education to secure."

"\Vhen you understand all about the sun and all about
the atmosphere and all about the rotation of the earth, you
may still miss the radiance of the sunset. There is no
substitute for the direct perception of the concrete thing in
its actuality."

"The soul would wither without fertilisation from its
transient experiences." "The fertilisation of the soul is the
reason for the necessity of art."

"\Ve must admit the struggle [for existenceJ. The
question is, who is to be eliminated? In so far as we are
educators, we have to have clear ideas upon that point; for
it settles the type to be produced and the practical ethics to
be inculcated." "The struggle for existence has been
construed into the gospel of hate." "The lions and tigers
are not the successful species." "In nature the normal way
in which trees flourish is by their association in a forest."

" The problem is not how to produce great men, but how
to produce great societies. The great society will put up the
great men for the occasions."

There are difficult chapters in the book on Relativity,
Abstraction, and God; there is a very interesting one on the
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Quantum Theory, and there are illuminating historical surveys.
To use a hackneyed metaphor, though the author gives us some
very hard fish bones, they are clothed with appetising and
nutritious food.

T.H.K.

LECTURES.

On Saturday, February 6th, a lecture, entitled "New Lamps
for Old," was given to the Archaeological Society by Mr. H.
C. H ughes, the founder.

He pointed out how unfair it is on the architect to ask him
to copy an old style, since it gives him no chance of displaying
originality.

He then showed us some specimens of Modern Architecture,
showing how everything, including beauty, tended to give way
to usefulness.

After the lecture, the honorary secretary presented to Mr.
Hughes a copy of the Archaeological Society's Guide. The
lecture attracted a large attendance and it is to be hoped that
we shall be able to hear fllr. Hughes again in the near future.

On January 29th, Dr. Courtenay \Veekes lectured on the
Brain. He explained to us the working of our minds, the
constantly increasing tissues, and the key to the whole system,
our synapses, wires which, if tampered with, short-circuit our
intellect. Passing on to his main subject, he gave a clear
account of facts relating to the effect of alcohol on fhese synapses,
supplemented by 'convincing statistics of actual experiments
carried out by Professor McDougall and others. Many, no
doubt, were surprised and· perturbed on hearing the effects of
half a pint of beer taken on an empty stomach.

There is no doubt that Dr. vVeelces' method of treating the
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alcohol question is far more effective in appealing to educated
audiences than the old-fashioned

"Go mad and beat their wives,
Plunge (after shocking lives)
Razors and carving knives,

Into their gizzards"

type. We wish him all the success his lectures deserve.

THE PRO ARTE STRING QUARTET.

To a musical performance unqualified praise is rarely given,
and even more rarely deserved; but nothing less is due to the
Pro Arte String Quartet for their concert given in the Big
Schoolrool11, on Friday, February 5th, a concert not soon to be
forgotten by any music lover who heard it. The programme
contained three works, all excellent in quality and well contrasted
in character. They were:-

1. Quartet in E flat ma. (No. 14) lIIozart

2. Quartet in C mi. (Op. 10) Debllssy

3. Quartet in B flat ma. (No. 71) Haydll

The playing well matched the programme. From start to finish
the interpretation of the music was entirely satisfying, the
players happily adapting their methods to the quite different
styles and minds of the three composers.

The most noticeable feature of the playing was the sheer
beauty and variety of the tone; not a scrape or unpleasant
noise came to our ears during the whole evening, only sounds
laid out on the air with as little apparent effort as those of an
organ. In the l\Iozart, one was inclined to put this down to the
fact that the quartet restrained its fortissimo tone, and did not,
like almost every other string quartet which one has heard,
ruin its tone by trying to produce as much sound as the massed
strings of a full orchestra. But this explanation turned out to
be false, when in parts of the Debussy we heard a volume of
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tone at least twice as loud, and richer than ever. The mere
sound was thriliing; to realize that it came from only four
instruments was amazing.

For the rest, there should be mentioned the excellent balance
maintained by the four players, the clearness, without undue
self-assertion, of each part, and the rhythm, well marked with
out over accentuation, of the whole body. Of the music played,
the Minuet of Mozart and the slow movement of Debussy,
seem to have given most pleasure. It is true that a few
complained bitterly about the latter. It was unfortunate that
they had read the composer's name and date before hearing the
piece. Haydn's light-hearted work was played last, obviously
for digestive reasons.

A.J.L.W.

MUSICAL SOCIETY.

The end of term concert was on December 21st. It began
at 6 p.m. and lasted an hour-and-a-half, thus leaving the whole
evening free for the more violent delights of the house suppers.
The quality was good.

In the Solemn Carol for Christmastide, which we think repre
sents the genius of James Rhoades much better than the foot
ball song, the semi-chorus was formed by eleven trebles: this
is much better than the old quartet with its tremulous accents.
There was nothing uncertain about 1\1r. Parry-Jones, who took
his old part-" I rede ye worship Him."

MacCarthy's voice in his French song showed good quality;
he was not perfectly in tune.

In Parry's beautiful setting of Milton's Blest Pair of
Sirens, there was some terior weakness, but they sang "with
undiscording voice." The end of this great composition was
beautifully sung.

The Orchestra, a good deal strengthened from without (to
put it mildly), played the first movement of Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony, which is stale only to unhappy music-sick people.
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They also charmed us with a Minuet of Beethoven and a
Bach Bourree, arranged for strings, flute, clarinet and piano,
the clarinet part especially notable.

\Ve had Schumann's NovelIetten finely played by \Veldon,
who astonished us with his memory as well as his colouring,
and Findeison also played a far from easy pianoforte solo,
invented or arranged by Liszt.

And we had a difficult mysterious unaccompanied part song
from the choir, in which they displayed their quality again. The
song rendered even to an unreflecting audience, Russian gloom
and mystery. "Full fathom five" which followed, was well
sung, but the mysterious significance of the beautiful words
rather failed. So some of us thought.

The Choral Ballad "Sir Eglamore" was excellent. It was
encored and went better still. In the Somerset Folk Song,
Richard of Taunton Dene, the accent and dialect was pure
Dorset with a delightful senseless refrain.

Then the XV appeared for the Football Song-those "old
favourites of the public "-with modest manners and voices of
varying quality.

Mr. Picton exhibited in the whole concert a wonderful
variety, and we had no need to blush for the music of the School.

Programme:-

1 A Solemn Carol for Christmastide ... L.N.P.

Semi-Chorus-R. B. F. KEMP, P. G. MURRAY,
\V. 1. 1\IOBERLY, B. A. PEARSON, L. 1\1. CAREY,
G. A. T. THOMSON, 1\1. TR.ETHOWAN, C. 1\1. KING,

]. A. TALLENT, F. R. \\rALTER., E. A. CARSE.

Solo-MI~. P. E. H. PARRY-]ONES, O.S.

2 Song-"L'Heureux Vagabond" (Les Lieds de France)

D R H lMACCARTHY Alfred Bnl1leau
• • • • (1847- )

3 Choral Ode-"At a Solemn Music"

THE MUSICAL SOCIETY.

Parry
(1848-1918)

4 Pianoforte Solo-"Novelletten" (Op. 21, No. 4) Scll1lHla1l1t
G. A. T. WELDON. (1810-1828)
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5 Symphony in C mi. Op. 67 (1st movement)

THE ORCHESTRA

6 Part Songs (unaccompanied)--

"Beauty Concealed"

"Full Fathom Five"

THE MUSICAL SOCIETY.

[MARCH,

Beethoven
(1770-1~28)

Cesar Cui
(1835-1908)

Charles Wood
(1868- )

7 Pianoforte Solo-"Liebestraume" (No.3 in A flat ma.) Liszt
K. D. FINDEISEN. (1811-1886)

8 Choral Ballad-"Sir Eglamore" (6 voci)
arr. H. Balfour-Gardil1er

THE MUSICAL SOCIETY. (1879- )

9 (a) " Bourree" (From 4th Suite for 'Cello alone)

(b) " Minuet"

THE ORCHESTRA.

Bach
(1685-1760)

Beethoven
(1770-1828)

10 Choral Ballad-"Richard of Taunton Dene" (8 voci)
an. Gerrard lVilliallls

THE MUSICAL SOCIETY. (1893- )

11 Football Song L.N.P.

Soli-R. A. KINNERSLY, A. H. L. BAKER,
R. D. LEAN, J. HIGGINSON.

12 Carmen L.N.P.

(Orchestrated by G. A. T. WELDON).

God Save the King.

Accompanist"

Conductor
{

MR. \V. E. WEARDEN.
G. A. T. WELDON.
MR. B. J. F. PrCTON.
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FOOTBALL.

SENIORS.

FIRST ROUND.

CAREY'S v. FOX'S.

Carey's beat Fox's on No. 1 by 49-3. Fox's were
outplayed at all points of the game by a side far superior, but
their forwards at times more than held their own against a
heavier pack.

Carey's-Kinnersly mi.; Taylor tert., P. B. Shaw, P. E.
Devitt, Fladgate; L. B. Dyball, Tilby; R. A. Kinnersly (capt.),
R. D. Lean, ]. S. Hindmarsh, ]. \V. Kelway, E. C. Alderton,
W. M. M. Milligan, R. S. B. Best, de Carteret.

Fox's-Greig mi.; Helbling, Page, Godfray mi., Hudson;
Knight, 'Nightman; F. G. \Varner !capt.), Greig, Lang,
]ansen, Burnett, Smith, \Vagner, Radford.

BENSLV'S v. ROSS'S.

This match, played" on February 4th, on No. 1, resulted
in a victory for Bensly's by 2 goals, 1 try (13 points) to
4 tries (12 points). After the kick-off Ross's began pressing,
which they kept up throughout the game, with intervals of
scrambling play in mid-field. N ewman scored their first try,
which W<l.S not converted, and soon afterwards a forward rush
enabled Eglington to bring the score up to 6-0. Bensly's
first try came through a good cut-through by Evans, Martin mi.
taking his pass and scoring between the posts, Kendal failing
to convert. Ross's thus led at half-time by 6 points to 3.

After pressing for some time, Ross's again scored through
\Vilson, Eglington failing to add points (9-3). After
scrambling play, Evans cut-through for Bensly'~, and Kendal,
who was well up, finished the movement, Tallent converting
(9-8). Evans then scored, Tallent again converting
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(9-13). Ross's now pressed continually, but Bensly's defence
was sound. In the last five minutes however, Newman scored,
but Eglington had bad luck in hitting the post with his kick
(12-13). Wilson narrowly missed with a drop at goal soon
afterwards.

Ross's kicking was commendable, and Newman and vVilson
combined well behind the scrum. Eglington played well among
the forwards, and Witherby at back.

The winners showed weakness forward in heeling and
combination, but followed up well; the outsides defended
soundly. Evans and Simmonds played well outside, and Kendal,
Martin mi., and Carver were prominent in the scrum.

Bensly's-Peck; ]. M. Martin, E. T. Lewis, Garner,
Simmonds; Tallent, D. F. R. Evans; R. H. Kendal, Adams,
Martin mi., Carver, Peters, Keary, Beadle, Stote.

Ross's-R. Witherby; Pine-Coffin, Reed, \"lest, Tredaway ;
\Vilson, Newman; R. Eglington, I{. Philp, Adye, Ashmore,
Taylor, Rugg-Gunn, Davies, Reynolds.

2ND ROUND.

CAREY'S v. ELDERTON'S.

Played on the Lower on February 4th, and resulted in an
easy win for Carey's by 87 points to nil. The score shows
fairly well the quality of play. Both sides were weakened
through injuries. Elderton's outsides lacked the pace and
experience of their opponents, and their forwards were unable
to hold their own against the superior pack. Although Carey's
lost Kinnersly in the second half, Elderton's never really
seemed like scoring.

Carey's-Kinnersly mi.,; A. H. L. Baker, P. E. Devitt,
P. B. Shaw, Davis-Taylor; L. B. Dyball, de la Condamine;
R. A. Kinnersly (Capt.), J. D. Lean,]. W. Kelway, E. C.
Alderton, W. M. M. Milligan, R. S. B. Best, de Cartaret,
Bertram.
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Elderton's-Formoy; vVoolmington, Boome, Davis ma.,
N ewbery mi.; C. J. A. T. Cliff, N ewbery ma.; E. G. Vlindus,
Galloway, Stephens, Crees, Ferguson, Martin tert., AlIen,
vVells ma.

SEMI-FINAL.

BENSLY'S v. CAREY'S.

The match was played on the Lower, with the result that
Carey's won 30-10.

Carey's kicked off and soon started pressing. Bensly's, how
ever, followed up a good heel by some good running and scored
through Lewis; Tallent converting (5--0). Carey's forwards
had not yet settled down. \Vith the ball in Carey'~ half, Lewis
kicked across rather too far, Baker catching the ball and running
in to score Carey's first try under the posts; Lean converted
(5-5). After a goud rush by 13ensly's forwards, Lewis made
an opening for Garner to score; Tallent converted (10-5).

Carey's forwards now began to settle down, and taking the
ball into Bensly's twenty-five, gave their three-quarters plenty
of opportunities; but good marking and tackling on the part of
Bensly's outsides kept them off the line for some time, till
Ki'nnersly ma., breaking through the scrum, gave Carey's a
well-deserved try; Lean again converting (10-10). Carey's
continued to keep up the pressure and some clean heeling
resulted in two more tries, far out, by Taylor, before half time
went with the score at 16-10.

Carey's were unfortunate in starting the second half minus
Kinnersly mi. at full back. Best was taken out of grovel to
fill his place; but Bensly's rather lighter forwards were tiring,
so that Carey's forwards were still able to gain frequent
possession of the ball. Bensly's tackled well and stopped
many tries, though on three occasions before the end Baker's
superior pace carried him over the line. These three tries with
one other from Dyball, who did a very pretty cut through, were
the only other scoring before time; Lean converting one of
these three, bringing the score to 30-10,
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Bensly's forwards, however, played a very determined game
and not infrequently heeled the ball; but their outsiders were.
bunching rather too much and taking their passes standing still.

For Carey's, Baker and Taylor on the wings ran well, while
Dyball did some good work at the base of the scrum. Among
the forwards, Kinnersly ma., Lean, Kelway and Bertram were
the most prominent.

For the losers, Evans and Si111monds played a good game
outside; Lewis also did some good runs, though he was not
quick enough with his hands. Of the forwards, Kendal, Adams,
Martin and Peters were perhaps the best.

Carey's-Kinnersly mi.; A. H. L. Baker, P. E. Devitt,
P. B. Shaw, Taylor; L. B. Dyball, de la Condamine; R. A.
Kinnersly (capt.l, R. D. Lean, J. \V. Kelway, E. C. Alderton,
VV. M. M. Milligan, R. S. B. Best, de Carteret, 1\. Bertram.

Bensly's-Peck; Ashdown, E. T. Lewis, Garner, Si111monds;
Tallent, D. F. R. Evans; R. H. Kendal (capt.), Adams,
Martin mi., Carver, Keary, Peters, Beadle, Stole.

THE THREE-COCK.

On Saturday, February 20th, Carey's and Bensly's beat the
School House by 33 points (6 goals and 1 try), to nil.

The game was started with great ferocity by the School
House forwards, who carried the ball into the School half, and
for the most part kept it there until half time. Throughout
the game the School House forwards held their own and more,
against a heavier and more experienced scrum, consisting of
six 1st XV and two 2nd XV forwards. Not infrequently did
the School Honse grovel heel the ball, and in the loose their
energy more than counterbalanced their lighter weight. The
School House three-quarter backs played well, but the outsiders
were inclined to tackle the wrong man. The kicking on both
sides was good, noticably Lean's place kicking.

During the first half on several occasions the School House
seemed likely to score; Bayley failed in an attempt to convert
a penalty kick. Shortly before half time Baker broke through
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the School House defence, and scored a try between the posts,
after running the length of the field. A few minutes later he
repeated the process. Lean converted both the kicks.

During the second half the School House forwards in no
wise relaxed in the vigour of their attack, but most of the play
was in the School House half of the field. The School three
quarter backs showed better combination, and on the wing
Baker became very dangerous. Tries were scored by Evans,
Baker (2), Lean and Lewis, but the score should have been
higher, considering the superiority of the School team. At one
point, the School House pressed and seemed about to score, and
a penalty kick was given against the School within their twenty
five line; but the kick was unsuccessful.

The School House team bore itself very creditably against
a considerably stronger side. The whole team is so worthy of
praise, that it is hard to recommend individuals. Garrett led
the forwards excellently. Lowis and Sworder played excellently
as scrum and fly-half respectively. Woods played with the
utmost ferocity.

The School side was better constituted, but had not had the
same opportunities of playing together as did the School House
team. Of the forwards, Kendal played well, and of the three
quarter backs, Bali:er.

Sclzool HOlIse-H. C. Devitt; Sandilands, ]. O. Bayley,
IVlerriman, Green mi.; Lowis, Sworder; G. E. Garrett, S.l\!. R.
\\Toods, H. C. R. \Vay, Forrester, lIolt, Sahebzada, Wright,
Cooper.

Sclzool-Simmonds; P. E. Devitt, P. B. Shaw, E. T.
Lewis, A. H. L. Baker; L. B. Dyball, D. F. R. Evans, R. A.
Kinnersly, H. D. Lean, R. H. Kendal, ]. \V. Kelway, ]. S.
Hindmarsh, E. C. Alderton, \V. 1\1. 1\1. l\Iilligan, de Carteret.

THE PILGRBIS.

PILGRBfS t'. DOWNSIDE WANDERERS.

This ma.tch was played On the Upper, 011 1\Ionday, Dec;::ember
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21st, and resulted in a win for the Pilgrims by 43 points to 8.

For the first five minutes, the Pilgrims pressed their
opponents hard, and a fine kick across from Devitt led to the
ball being touched down under the posts. He then converted
(5-0). Soon after this the Wanderers went over from a line
out near the line, and converted (5 all). Then, a free kick to
the vVanderers was successful in bringing the score to 5-8,
but Wright took the game into their twenty-five and, from a
grovel near the posts, Higginson cut through and scored a try,
which was not converted (8 all). Shortly afterwards, the
\Vanderers got well on the move, but were checked by Evans,
who relieved matters with a good kick. Then followed a period
of scrambling play in which each side was successful in turn,
and which ended in Tucker getting the ball to the three-quarters,
and Devitt ran round, to score between the posts (11-8).

Shortly after the interval Devitt again scored, but failed to
convert (14-8), and Baker scored again (17-8). The
\i\'anderers then took the ball into the Pilgrims' twenty-five,
and kept it there, till Tucker and Forbes-Basset took it back
to the half-way line, and Devitt had a good run and scored a try
which was converted (22-8). Next, a good three-quarter
movement led to Devitt scoring again, and Tucker converted
(27-8). Again the \i\'anderers pressed, but Partridge and King
took play back to their twenty-five and Wright scored a try,
converted by Sharpe (32-8). A good run by Devitt came to
nothing, but he went over in the corner shortly afterwards and
Sharpe converted again (37-8).

For the last few minutes, the play was uninteresting but
the Pilgrims scored twice (once through Devitt) and brought
the final score to (43-8).

Pilgrims-D. F. R. Evans; H. Baker, F. H. Wright,
H. C. Partredge, Sir T. G. Devitt; A. King, J. Higginson;
VV. E. Tucker, D. C. D. Hyder, R. G. Forbes-Bassett,
R. Kinnersly, G. H. Wailer, W. B. Sharpe, J. Kendall, P. E.
H. Parry-Jones,
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TANCRED STUDENTSHIPS.

STUDENTSHIPS IN DIVINITY, PHYSIC AND LAW.

There are four and sometimes more Studentships in each of
the following:~

In Divinity at Christ's College, Cambridge, tenable under
certain conditions for 6t years:

In Physic at Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge, tenable
under certain conditions for 8 years: and

In Law at Lincoln's Inn, tenable under certain conditions
until Call in due course to the Bar, and for three years
more, reckoned from the Martinmas next preceding Callto
the Bar.

The annual value of the Studentships is [lOO.

Successful candidates for Studentships in. Divinity are re
quired to declare that it is their bona fide intention to offer
themselves as Candidates for Holy Orders in the Church of
England, and they must proceed to the degree of Bachelor of
Arts as soon as they are of sufficient standing for that degree.

Successful candidates for the Studentships in Physic are
required to take the degree of Bachelor of Arts as soon as they
are ot sufficient standing for that degree.

All candidates are required by the \Vill of the Founder to be
natives of Great Britain (i.e., actually born in England, Scot
land or Wales) of the religion of the Church of England, and
to declare that they are unable to obtain the education directed
by the Founder, without the aid of a Taucred Studentship or
pecuniary assistance of a similar nature. Candidates for the
Studentships in Law must be between the ages of 19 and 23,
and for the Studentships in Divinity and Physic between the
ages of 17 and 20. The Students must be unmarried.

Examinations are held at Cambridge in the Easter terms
preceding the times of election. In the case of the Student
ships in Law, the examination comprises two papers, one on a
portion of some Latin historical writer, together with a selected
period of Roman History, and another on a selected Latin
writing bearing on Roman Law, with questions, both such as
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arise out of the selected writing and general questions on Roman
Law. In the case of the Studentships in Divinity and Physic,
candidates will be examined (1) in Latin and (2) one other
subject to be selected by the candidate, either (a) Mathematics,
or (b) anyone of the three languages, Greek, French or German.

The next examination will be held in Easter term this year
for electing one student in Divinity and one student in Law,
and future vacancies in Studentships will, so far as can be fore
seen, occur as follows:-

In Divinity and in Law, annually.

In Physic, in 1927, 1929, 1931, 1933.
Forms of Petition, and all other necessary information, may

be obtained from EDWARD TEMPLE GURDON, ESQ., of 28
Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, Vv.C. 2, Clerk to the Governors
and Trustees.

CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors of The Shirbllrlliall do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

To the Editor of The Shi,·bllrlliall.

Dear Sir,

The present method of obtaining fives courts is extremely unsatisfactory
for many people. At present, certain masters allow boys out of the last
period of the morning, even as early as five minutes before the correct
time of the ending of the period; consequently these people gain an unfair
advantage over others who also wish to get a fives court, by getting
precedence in tIle queue.

Perhaps the simplest method of remedying this would be to abolish the
fives courts' queue, and at the begiuning of the term, for House Captains
to take a list of people who are likely to play much fives during the term,
and then courts could be allotted to Houses in proportion to the numbers
who want to play in each House.
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If one House did not require its allotted number of courts, the House
Captain could let the School Captain of fives know immediately after
lunch and he could thus dispose of any courts left over.

Yours truly,

"DAILY MAIL."

Dear Sir,

\Vould it not be possible for the cocoa supplied by the tuck shop in break,
to be hot, for during last term and this term, ithas practically always been
lukewarm? Also, since, I believe, we pay the same price for cocoa and
bUll, as for milk and bun, is there any reason why those people who pay
for a cup of cocoa should get the cup only about two-thirds of it filled
with cocoa, and the rest with emptiness?

Perhaps the authorities concerned with this could remedy these defects.

Yours truly,

"GRIEVANCE."

Sir,

I should like to suggest that at the Christmas concert the football song
be omitted.

I don't think that this item is popular with the fifteen, or with the
majority of Old Shirburnians, and it is generally admitted that it is not up
to the general high standard of the School songs.

I am,

Yours, etc.,

"PHILOMELAE VOX MAESTA."

Dear Sir,

l\Iay I make a suggestion, the effecting of which would, I am certain,
benefit all concerned? Under the present arrangements the hour on Sunday
evenings bet\\"een Chapel and Supper is employed in preparing set Halls.
I suppose there is no other time in the week when one feels less inclined
to work. Could not this period be left free for boys to read? The
inculcation of literary tastes receives but scant attention, chiefly, no doubt,
because so little time is allowed for it.

Yours etc.,

HUMANITAS.
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HOUSES.
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The School House (a).
James', Curteis', Wood's, Whitehead's, Wild man's, Carey's (b).

Tancock's, Wilson's, Dunkin's, Bensly's (e).
Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, Tindall's, Fox's (d).

Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's, Elderton's (f).
Milford's, Ross's (g).

O'Hanlon's (h).
Town (T).

Preparatory (Prep.).
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